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Why does the world have the pattern of patriarchy it currently possesses? Why have
patriarchal practices and institutions evolved and changed in the ways they
have tended to over time in human societies? This paper explores these general
questions by integrating a feminist analysis of patriarchy with the central insights of the
functionalist interpretation of historical materialism advanced by G. A. Cohen. The
paper has two central aspirations: first, to help narrow the divide between analytical
Marxism and feminism by redressing the former’s neglect of the important role female
labor has played, and continues to play, in shaping human history. Second, by devel-
oping the functionalist account of historical materialism in order to take patriarchy
seriously, we can derive useful insights for diagnosing the emancipatory challenges that
women face in the world today. The degree and form of patriarchy present in any
particular society is determined by the productive forces it has had at its disposal. Ac-
cording to historical materialism, technological, material, and medical advances that
ease the pressures on high fertility rates (such as the sanitation revolution, vaccina-
tions, birth control, and so on) are the real driving forces behind the positive
modulations to patriarchy witnessed in the twentieth century.

Social relations are closely bound up with productive forces.
In acquiring new productive forces men change their mode of
production; and in changing their mode of production, in
changing the way of earning their living, they change all their
social relations. The hand-mill gives you society with the feudal
lord; the steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist (Marx
1847/1977, 202)

The economic legacy of the past, which continues to suppress
female participation in the labor force, includes many supply and
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demand factors that reinforce each other in a vicious circle and
that vary across countries. . . . The resource-poor economies
have had to rely more heavily on labor intensive development
and thus have depended more on women’s economic participa-
tion, with rates of female participation in the labor force closer
to their potential. (Mena Development Report 2004, 7)

I. INTRODUCTION

Patriarchy is the ‘‘manifestation and institutionalization of male dominance
over women and children in the family and the extension of male
dominance over women in society in general’’ (Lerner 1986, 239). The global
pattern of patriarchy varies greatly from society to society. For example, women
in liberal democracies like the United States, Canada, and England enjoy
much greater inclusion in the workforce, higher levels of education, and pro-
tection of civil and political rights (for example, freedom of expression and the
right to vote) than do women in Iran, Saudi Arabia, or Bangladesh. Further-
more, global patterns of patriarchy are not static; they are constantly changing
and evolving. Bangladesh, for example, is an extremely patriarchal society with
practices of female seclusion and patrilocal principles of marriage. Yet patriar-
chal relations in Bangladesh have been modified in recent decades. Declining
fertility rates, improvements in the overall sex ratio, and trade liberalization, for
example, all put pressure on established patriarchal practices. In their recent
examination of the impact of export markets on women in Bangladesh, Naila
Kabeer and Simeen Mahmud argue that the ‘‘the most frequently cited benefit
of their employment from their personal perspective related to the greater sense
of self reliance it gave them, the lessening of the burden on their families and
their ability to stand on their own feet’’ (Kabeer and Mahmud 2004, 108).

Feminists aspire to eliminate patriarchy and create a world with greater in-
clusion and substantive equality between the sexes. In order to achieve these
aspirations it is important to develop an understanding of why patriarchy exists,
why it persists, and how it might be abated. Why, for example, does the world
have the pattern of patriarchy it currently possesses? Why do patriarchal prac-
tices and institutions evolve and change the way they have tended to over time
in human societies? No doubt the answers to these important empirical ques-
tions will be complex and multifaceted. There is no single biological or cultural
explanation that can explain the persistence of, and variation in, patriarchal
practices and institutions scattered throughout human history. Therefore those
interested in the causes of patriarchy ought to cast a wide net, drawing from the
empirical findings and insights of evolutionary biology, history, anthropology,
sociology, economics, and so on.
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The ever-growing body of diverse and often disparate knowledge on the
sexual division of labor in different cultures and in different historical epochs
creates a serious challenge for feminism, as one risks taking on the unmanage-
able task of developing a ‘‘history of everything’’ if one tries to accommodate all
relevant and available information. Thus the political theorist who aspires, in
the circumstances of incomplete and no doubt imperfect knowledge, to grasp a
general understanding of the critical emancipatory knowledge that can help us
best redress the oppression of women in the ‘‘here and now’’ is compelled to
operate at a certain level of abstraction. Such abstraction will involve bracket-
ing certain facts, historical contingencies, and complexities for the sake of
facilitating a general understanding of a phenomenon like patriarchy. Doing
this helps prioritize the critical emancipatory knowledge (rather than all possible
knowledge) needed to help spur the action and societal transformation re-
quired to mitigate the most harmful effects of patriarchy.

In Politics and Vision: Continuity and Innovation in Western Political Thought,
Sheldon Wolin explains how the theorist employs imagination and abstraction
to help focus our attention on the ‘‘big picture’’ of political life:

Theorists have given us pictures of political life in miniature,
pictures in which what is extraneous to the theorist’s purpose
has been deleted. The necessity for doing this lies in the fact
that political theorists, like the rest of mankind, are prevented
from ‘‘seeing’’ all political things at first hand. The impossibility
of direct observation compels the theorist to epitomize a society
by abstracting certain phenomena and providing interconnec-
tions where none can be seen. Imagination is the theorist’s
means for understanding a world [s]he can never ‘‘know’’ in an
intimate way. (Wolin 2004, 19)

Since it is not possible to directly observe all patriarchal institutions and
practices in all cultures, and in all historical periods, it is necessary to engage in
some abstraction and provide interconnections where they currently cannot be
seen. One prominent theoretical tradition that (1) seeks to function at the
level of a ‘‘a bird’s-eye, not a worm’s-eye, view of the historical field’’ (Shaw
1978, 72) and (2) aspires to confer ‘‘emancipatory critical knowledge’’ (Hennessy
and Ingraham 1997, 4) is Karl Marx’s theory of historical materialism. One
of the most prominent interpretations of Marx’s account of history is G. A.
Cohen’s functionalist interpretation that helped spur the field known as
‘‘analytical Marxism’’ (Cohen 1978; 1988).

Analytical Marxists aspire to present and analyze the central tenets of
Marx’s theories in a way that is faithful to Marx’s texts but also brings a rigor to
these theories that Marx himself failed to bring. The latter is achieved by in-
voking the theoretical rigor associated with analytic philosophy as well as by
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drawing from rational choice theory and economics. Although Marxist femi-
nists have invoked a Marxist analysis to address patriarchy, there has long been
a wide gulf between the work of analytical Marxists and feminism. Cohen ar-
gues that Marx was committed to the belief that history is the growth of human
productive power, and those economic structures that determine forms of so-
ciety rise and fall according to how they enable or impede that growth (Cohen
1988, 3). But what both Marx and Cohen failed to offer is an account of how
reproductive and caring labor might figure into this account of historical mate-
rialism. In David Schweickart’s review of the canonical volume Analytical
Marxism (Roemer 1986), Schweickart laments that the volume bears no trace
of feminism—that the discourse of analytical Marxism ‘‘remains a discourse of
the brotherhood’’ (Schweickart 1987, 870).

The central goal of this paper is to help analytical Marxists redress this
deficiency by extending Cohen’s functionalist interpretation of historical mate-
rialism in new and interesting ways by applying it to the topic of the creation,
persistence, and evolution of patriarchy. I distinguish among three distinct the-
ories of historical materialism: (a) Marx’s basic materialism; (b) Marx’s
synchronic materialism, which provides a snapshot of society frozen in time and
is captured in Marx’s famous base/superstructure metaphor; and (c) Marx’s dia-
chronic materialism, which explains why revolutions occur when they do and
why certain relations of production are replaced by new relations of production.

Once Marx’s basic materialism is suitably amended to incorporate the impor-
tance of reproductive and caring labor, it coheres with the account of the
creation of patriarchy advanced by the historian Gerda Lerner. Lerner argues
that patriarchy is created out of necessity. Patriarchy begins with the creation of
an initial division of labor by which women do the mothering. For millennia,
this division of labor was necessary for group survival (Lerner 1986, 40). I de-
velop Lerner’s position further by emphasizing how the creation of warfare
(Keeley 1996; LeBlanc 2003; Burch 2005; Gat 2006), like patriarchy, reflects the
precarious situation of primitive ‘‘hunter-gather’’ societies (Rappaport 1967; Va-
yda 1976; Harris 1984; Ember and Ember 1992), and that these vulnerabilities
helped establish the practices and institutions of patriarchy, and then of slavery.

The subordination of women becomes formalized, and intensified, by the
creation of superstructures that help stabilize these oppressive relations of pro-
duction. Such relations give men effective control over the reproductive and
caring labor of women. These patriarchal superstructures begin in slave societ-
ies, but continue through feudalism and capitalism. This is Marx’s account of
synchronic materialism, the theory that posits more specific theses pertaining to
the importance of the superstructure, such as legal and political institutions, in
stabilizing the relations of production.

Finally, Marx’s diachronic materialism provides an account of how relations
of production (including those that apply to the ownership of reproductive and
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caring labor) evolve over time. I focus in particular on how the productive
forces of capitalism permit the modification of the worst forms of patriarchy.
Once the pressures on maintaining high levels of fertility subside due to de-
clines in infant, maternal, and mid-life mortality, a greater portion of female
labor can (and in some cases must) be utilized outside the home. The relations
of production must permit the productive forces to develop (what Cohen calls
the Development Thesis [Cohen 1978]), and this includes the labor and knowl-
edge of women. Resource-poor economies have had to rely more heavily on
labor-intensive development and thus have depended more on women’s eco-
nomic participation. Diachronic materialism maintains that the degree and
form of patriarchy in a society is determined by the productive forces it has at its
disposal. In section V of this paper I explain how the problem of the ‘‘resource
curse’’ and the persistence of older forms of patriarchy in societies today cohere
with the insights of diachronic materialism.

II. BASIC MATERIALISM, WARFARE, AND THE CREATION OF THE DIVISION OF LABOR

Marx’s extensive writings do not contain just one theory of human history, but
rather three distinct theories: ‘‘basic materialism,’’ ‘‘synchronic materialism,’’
and finally his account of ‘‘diachronic materialism’’ (Graham 1992). The latter
reflects what most Marxists would consider to be Marx’s full theory of history—
how societies change over time. Before tackling diachronic materialism, which
is the most complex of the three theories, we must first consider the more
foundational premises of historical materialism. Marx’s basic materialism pro-
vides a number of important premises.

In the German Ideology Marx claimed that ‘‘Life involves before everything
else eating and drinking, a habitation, clothing and many other things’’
(McLellan 1977, 165). Following Graham, let us call this Marx’s basic materi-
alism (Graham 1992, 10). The thesis of basic materialism (T1) maintains:

T1—Thesis of basic materialism: Humans have basic needs, the
fulfillment of which is a precondition for any other form of life
(for example, social, political, or intellectual life).

To meet our basic material needs, humans must labor. The external envi-
ronment humans have faced is one of scarcity and one that requires the
exertion of a great deal of energy and work in order to sustain human life. We
can call this the labor and scarcity thesis (T2):

T2—Labor and scarcity thesis: The historical condition of
humans is one of scarcity of goods, and thus human labor is
necessary for survival.
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Without labor, there is no life for humans. But the challenges imposed by
scarcity are even more complex than simply requiring labor. Not any old kind
of labor will suffice, at least not in the long run. The labor must be suited to the
external pressures and challenges that humans face at particular times and in
particular places. In early hunter-gather societies, for example, the labor that
needed to be performed extended beyond just hunting and gathering of food or
providing shelter, activities that both males and females could, and did, partic-
ipate in.

External pressures also necessitated two other important and interdepen-
dent kinds of labor: (a) warfare labor: protecting one’s tribe from invasion by
other tribes, as well as invading others when need be; and (b) reproductive and
caring labor: the labor necessary to create and raise offspring. A group highly
vulnerable to either predation or low fertility would not survive long in the
external conditions typical of the Late Pleistocene and early Holocene.

A growing literature documents the prevalence of violence in early human
hunter-gather societies. Lawrence Keeley’s War before Civilization: The Myth of
the Peaceful Savage (1996) utilizes extensive archaeological evidence for pre-
historic violence, thus dispelling the popular myth, prevalent in philosophical
accounts of the ‘‘state of nature’’ like Jean Jacque Rousseau’s Discourse on the
Origin of Inequality, that war in pre-states was nonexistent. More recent studies
that document lethal intergroup conflict include Azar Gat’s War in Human
Civilization (2006), Ernest Burch’s Alliance and Conflict: The World System of the
Unupiaq Eskimos (2005), and Steven LeBlanc’s Constant Battles (2003).

Why was fighting so prevalent in our distant past? Andrew Vayda (1976),
Roy Rappaport (1967), and Marvin Harris (1984) maintain that war was often
an adaptive solution to the resource problems that humans typically faced in
history. A history of unpredictable natural disasters, coupled with the social-
ization of mistrust, create a fear of nature and fear of others that may lead
people (particularly in non-states) to try to protect themselves against future
unpredictable disasters by going to war to take resources from enemies (Ember
and Ember 1992, 243).

To fulfill the requirements of basic materialism, early human societies had to
invest in warfare labor. I use the term ‘‘warfare’’ to denote the same kinds of
events that Samuel Bowles describes in this passage from a recent paper on the
evolutionary roots of warfare among hunter-gatherers:

By ‘‘wars’’ I mean events in which coalitions of members of a
group seek to inflict bodily harm on one or more members of
another group. The term is not ideal for the ambushes, revenge
murders, and other kinds of hostilities likely to have occurred
between ancestral groups of humans. Most hostile intergroup
contact among hunter-gatherers was probably ongoing or inter-
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mittent, with occasional casualties, more akin to boundary con-
flicts among chimpanzees than to the pitched battles of modern
warfare. (Bowles 2009, 1294)

In addition to the imperative to buttress the resources available for fighting,
early (as well as modern) societies also had to invest sufficient resources in the
reproductive and caring labor necessary to bear and raise healthy offspring.
Gerda Lerner argues that ‘‘because of the extreme and dangerous conditions
under which primitive humans lived, the survival into adulthood of at least two
children for each coupling pair necessitated many pregnancies for each
woman’’ (Lerner 1986, 41). When one bears in mind the high child-mortality
rates for primitive societies, societies that lacked the benefits of the sanitation
revolution, vaccinations against infectious diseases, or the pre- or post-natal
care that those living in developed countries enjoy today, it is easy to compre-
hend the large number of pregnancies a woman must have undergone for a
realistic chance that two children would survive until adulthood. It was thus
‘‘absolutely essential for group survival that most nubile women devote most of
their adulthood to pregnancy, child-rearing and nursing’’ (41).

The realities of scarcity thus yield a further, subsidiary, thesis of basic mate-
rialism, the thesis of human collectivity (T3):

T3—Thesis of human collectivity: Humans have a distinctive his-
tory of acting to produce the means for meeting their material
needs, and they do so in classes.2

Among the (at least initial) pressures placed on social groups are the necessity
to engage in warfare and maintain high levels of fertility and successful child-
rearing and nursing. Thus the thesis of human collectivity provides a functional
explanation for the creation of the sexual division of labor. Of the types of labor
males typically undertook, some portion involved warfare labor, which resulted
in high mortality rates but benefited the group as a whole. Of the types of labor
females typically undertook, some portion involved reproductive and caring
labor, which resulted in high mortality rates for women (that is, death in child-
birth) but benefited the group as a whole. The culture and practices that
evolved in these early societies helped sustain this division of labor, a division
needed to satisfy the requirements of humanity’s basic material needs in ex-
treme and unpredictable environments.3

This early division of male and female human labor thus sets the foundation
for the class relations that arise in slave, feudal, and capitalist societies. For
these are the relations of production of patriarchy, relations that are further
shaped, molded, and reinforced by the legal and political institutions that arise
in early states. To address these points we must now turn to Marx’s account of
synchronic materialism.
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III. SYNCHRONIC MATERIALISM AND THE BASE/SUPERSTRUCTURE METAPHOR

The canonical statement of Marx’s synchronic materialism is the famous base/
superstructure metaphor described in The 1859 Preface. Marx claims that the
economic structure of society is the real foundation of society ‘‘on which arises a
legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of
social consciousness’’ (McLellan 1977, 389). This statement has caused much
debate and disagreement among defenders and critics of Marx. Is Marx a re-
ductionist? How can the economic structure of society be conceptually distinct
from its legal and political superstructure? Analytical Marxists attempt to res-
cue Marx’s synchronic materialism from the ambiguities and difficulties that are
entailed in the base/superstructure metaphor.

Following an earlier modification I made to Cohen’s functionalist account
of historical materialism (Farrelly 2005, 431), let us define the base and super-
structure of society as follows:

Base (economic structure): the whole set of relations between
producers and non-producers, producers and particular kinds
of productive forces, and non-producers and particular kinds of
productive forces.

Superstructure: legal, political, religious, and other non-
economic institutions.

It is essential to note that it is de facto, and not de jure, ownership that consti-
tutes the relations of production, for the base of society would not be
conceptually distinct from the superstructure if the ownership in question were
legal (as oppose to de facto) ownership.

Utilizing the notion of effective ownership, we can then identify the different
kinds of economic structures different societies possess by reference to the
effective control different classes of people (producers and non-producers)
have over different productive forces (the means of production and labor
power). In a slave society, for example, slave owners have a monopoly over all
the productive forces. They own the slaves and the land, tools, and so on nec-
essary to satisfy the basic material needs of the population. In a feudal society,
the immediate producers own some of their labor power. They are not slaves,
but they are obligated to produce a surplus that is appropriated by the lord who
owns the land they till. In capitalist societies the producers own their labor
power but the bourgeoisie have a monopoly over the means of production
(such as raw materials, tools, and so on).4

As a functionalist explanation, synchronic materialism maintains that the
economic structure of society determines the superstructure. So the answer to
the questions: ‘‘Why the superstructure of capitalism?,’’ or ‘‘Why the super-
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structure of feudalism?,’’ or ‘‘Why the superstructure of slavery?’’ lies with the
function these superstructures serve for different economic structures (that is,
relations of production) in different historical epochs. To assert that the
economic structure determines the superstructure is to assert that the super-
structure ‘‘supervenes’’ upon the economic structure. The standard definition of
supervenience is:

B-properties supervene on A-properties if no two possible situ-
ations are identical with respect to their A-properties while
differing in their B-properties. (Chalmers 1996, 35)

Applying the notion of natural5 supervenience to Marx’s historical materi-
alism, I maintain that synchronic materialism asserts that

S1: No two societies can be identical with respect to their economic
structure while differing in their superstructure. (Farrelly 2005, 432)

A central appeal of the supervenient interpretation of synchronic material-
ism is that it avoids economic determinism, which reduces the superstructure to
a mere epiphenomenon. Allen Wood describes this common interpretation of
Marx’s account of history:

The Marxian conception of society is sometimes described as
‘‘economic determinism.’’ By this it is often meant that Marx’s
theory takes one aspect of social life (the ‘‘economic’’ aspect) to
be the crucial one on which all others depend. Marx, according
to this account, either reduces all of social life to economics, or
he regards the rest of social life as an epiphenomenon of eco-
nomics, or else as a series of effects proceeding entirely from
‘‘economic’’ causes. This interpretation of Marx, it seems to me,
is fundamentally mistaken. (Wood 1972, 249–50)

Wood is certainly correct in asserting that this interpretation of Marx is
fundamentally mistaken. Economic structures need superstructures. The idea
that the superstructure is ‘‘inert’’ contravenes what Marx actually argued. As
Keith Graham points out, Marx acknowledges that a religious form of life can
influence material relations (Graham 1992, 45). Marx claims that ‘‘Protestant-
ism, by changing almost all the traditional holidays into working days, played
an important role in the genesis of capital’’ (Marx 1976, 387, n. 92) Further-
more, if Marx’s primacy of the material meant that the nonmaterial was inert,
then many of Marx’s own theories would be redundant. Why does Marx go to
such great lengths to condemn capitalism and attempt to raise the conscious-
ness of the proletariat if ideas are mere residue?

Having clarified the basic concepts and challenges that arise with respect to
Marx’s synchronic materialism, we are now in a position to expand synchronic
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materialism to address the issue of patriarchy. Because the supervenience rela-
tion does not negate the possibility of a two-way causal relation between the
base and superstructure, synchronic materialism can accommodate the reality
that patriarchal components of the superstructure, like religion and the laws
and social practices governing the family, have a profound impact on the re-
lations of production, in particular on the relations that pertain to a woman’s
reproductive and caring labor. Condoning rape and domestic abuse, or prohib-
iting divorce, or socially chastising ‘‘spinsters’’ and ‘‘whores’’ all help reinforce
and perpetuate the patriarchal relations of production. These relations make
women economically dependent upon men by ensuring that access to resources
and the means of production are mediated through women’s sexual ties to men.

Not only can synchronic materialism accommodate the fact that superstruc-
tures can cause changes in the economic structure, but it also explains why
certain forms of superstructures arise rather than other forms. Why, for exam-
ple, does slavery arise? Why is it that the earliest law codes established the
patriarchal family rather than a family that treated males and females equally?
The creation of superstructures is not arbitrary. They happen for a reason.
Lerner explains how superstructures reinforce the relations of patriarchy:

Women’s sexual subordination was institutionalized in the earliest
law codes and enforced by the full power of the state. Women’s
cooperation in the system was secured by various means: force,
economic dependency on the male head of the family, class priv-
ileges bestowed upon conforming and dependent women of the
upper classes, and the artificially created division of women into
respectable and not-respectable women. (Lerner 1986, 9)

The ‘‘invention of slavery,’’ argues Lerner, represented an important water-
shed in human history. Slavery could become institutionalized only when
people were able to form the mental concept of the possibility that such dom-
inance could actually work (Lerner 1986, 76–77). The subordination of
members of one’s own group (that is, women) helped men form the concept
that other people (for example, outsiders) could be ‘‘slaves’’ and subordinated.
‘‘The oppression of women antedates slavery and makes it possible’’ (77).
So necessity created the first relations of production—the sexual division of
labor—and then those same oppressive relations of production were extended
to include other humans (including male slaves), which in turn determined
the creation of new superstructures typical of slave societies.

Synchronic materialism thus posits what can be called the superstructure
stabilizing thesis:

T4—Superstructure stabilizing thesis: The superstructure stabilizes
the economic structure.
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Societies with identical economic structures must have identical super-
structures because their economic structures can be stabilized only by a
superstructure that permits the effective ownership of the relations in question.
In other words, the superstructure of capitalism could not have arisen in a slave
or feudal society, as the legal structure of capitalism (such as the granting of
civil and political liberties) would not have stabilized feudal relations of pro-
duction. In feudalism the economic structure required workers who lived in the
countryside and were bound to the land they toiled. A capitalist superstructure
would permit immediate producers to sell their labor power and move to cities,
which serves an important need when manufacturing technologies exist, but
jeopardizes production in agrarian societies.

To appreciate the forces that influence the evolution of superstructures, we
need to turn to Marx’s most ambitious theory of history: diachronic materialism.
Before doing so, I wish to briefly summarize how Marx’s synchronic materialism
can incorporate the important role of female labor and how superstructures can
help stabilize the bonds of patriarchy.

Given our finite productive capacities and the fact of scarcity, human soci-
eties can persist over time only if sexually mature women continually have
offspring. The modes of production (for example, agricultural, manufacturing,
and so on) for satisfying the basic material needs of humans will dictate the
rates of fertility required to sustain a society so that T1 (thesis of basic mate-
rialism) will be satisfied. Thus reproductive labor and caring labor—including
the gestation and birth of offspring, and nursing, caring, and educating them—
are essential forms of labor for any human society. Let us call this T5—the
reproduction thesis.

T5—Reproduction thesis: To persist over time human societies
must reproduce at a rate that meets the requirements of T1.

And we can also add to this T6, the vulnerability thesis.

T6—Vulnerability thesis: As a species, humans are intrinsically
vulnerable to morbidity and mortality. Furthermore, the histor-
ical condition of humanity has been one of scarcity of goods and
high child mortality.

Paleodemographic and historical studies of pre-industrial economies reveal
that life expectancy at birth remained fairly constant from the Paleolithic pe-
riod until around the beginning of the eighteenth century (Morand 2004, 39).
This explains why patriarchy remained such a constant feature of human civ-
ilization for such a long period of time. T5 and T6 have profound implications
on the social conditions that will likely be imposed on females in any human
society, especially those societies whose productive forces necessitate high fer-
tility rates in order to satisfy T1.
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The standard Marxist account of production (that is, who makes material
goods like food and other commodities) thus needs to be supplemented with an
account of reproductive and caring labor. For who bears and raises offspring has
played an important role in shaping both the relations of production and the
superstructures of human societies.

Once supplemented with T5 and T6, the account of the relations of pro-
duction will be modified in significant ways. For who has effective ownership of
their bodies and powers, especially the powers of reproduction, is one of the
most important relations of production in human history. In order to satisfy T1
(at least historically), women themselves cannot have effective ownership of
their bodies and powers, in much the same way that the broader class of the
immediate producers could not have effective control over their labor power in
slave societies. Slaves could not own their labor power when the only way to
produce a surplus for slave-owners was to ensure that slaves labored in the ar-
duous ways they were compelled to labor. This is why the relations of
production of capitalism did not arise two thousand years ago.

Similarly, women (as a class) could not have effective control over their
labor power if the requirements of T1 were to be met. This explains why pa-
triarchal superstructures first evolved and then persisted. Such superstructures
are determined by the relations of production. Men controlled the reproductive
capacities of women, thus ensuring that high rates of fertility were maintained.

But how then, did things evolve over time? In particular, the capitalist sys-
tem has witnessed significant changes to patriarchal institutions and practices,
as women enjoy greater access to education and employment outside the home,
and divorce and birth control inside the home. These have involved significant
changes to the superstructure of society: the law, family, and religion. Why did
such changes occur? Why, for example, did the women’s rights movements of
the twentieth century arise then and not in earlier historical epochs? Is political
action, like organizing social movements, the real cause of such modulations
to patriarchy? The functionalist interpretation of historical materialism, as
I detailed above, does not rule out the possibility that ideas (like class
consciousnesses and feminism) can impact economic structures. However,
ideas are not, for Marxists, the real driving force in human history. So
then what is? What has helped redress some of the most oppressive forms of
patriarchy?

For historical materialism, the key lies in overcoming T6 (the vulnerability
thesis), which profoundly impacts T5 (the reproduction thesis). Much like
Marx’s explanation of why the French Revolution occurred, the primary reason
why older forms of patriarchy began to be transformed in capitalism lies with
the tendency of productive forces to develop and demolish relations of pro-
duction (including those of patriarchy) that impede the development of those
forces. Let us now turn to Marx’s diachronic materialism to address these points.
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IV. REVOLUTIONS AND DIACHRONIC MATERIALISM

The most important passage that addresses Marx’s diachronic materialism is the
famous ‘‘fettering’’ passage in The Communist Manifesto:

We see then that the means of production and of exchange, on
whose foundation the bourgeoisie built itself up, were generated
in feudal society. At a certain stage in the development of these
means of production and of exchange, the conditions under
which feudal society produced and exchanged, the feudal orga-
nization of agriculture and manufacturing industry, in one word,
the feudal relations of property become no longer compatible
with the already developed productive forces; they became so
many fetters. They had to be burst asunder; they were burst
asunder. Into their place stepped free competition, accompa-
nied by a social and political constitution adapted to it, and by
the economical and political sway of the bourgeois class.
(McLellan 1977, 225–26)

The French Revolution, which replaced agrarian relations of production with
capitalist ones, occurred because agrarian relations of production constrained
the development of the new productive forces that were emerging during the
Industrial Revolution. It is not possible to exploit the benefits of steam power,
the power loom, and so on with feudal relations of production. In order to but-
tress the burgeoning manufacturing system, cheap labor had to be available and
concentrated in the cities. In other words, these new technologies could grow
only if those who produced had effective control of their labor power. The In-
dustrial Revolution needed the proletariat, not slaves or serfs. So the feudal
relations of production were replaced by capitalist ones. This is captured in
Marx’s passage from The Poverty of Philosophy, that ‘‘the hand-mill gives you
society with the feudal lord; the steam-mill, society with the industrial capital-
ist’’ (McLellan 1977, 202).

Cohen refers to the importance of productive forces as the Development
Thesis. This thesis maintains that, throughout human history, productive forces
tend to develop. Why? Because humans are (1) intelligent (they can create
new, more efficient technologies), (2) rational, and (3) because the historical
circumstances of humanity are ones of scarcity. So, according to this reading
of diachronic materialism, the productive forces are the real driving force of
human history.

When applied to the reproductive and caring labor of women, diachronic
materialism can provide a number of important insights. As I have already ar-
gued in the two previous sections, it is because the productive power of women
to bear and raise children is so essential to survival that the sexual division of
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labor first arises. Patriarchal relations of production, in conjunction with the
benefits of warfare and conquest, create the relations of production of slavery.

The standard Marxist interpretation of human history simply emphasizes the
effective control workers have (or do not have) over their labor power. But
the feminist version of analytical Marxism I have advanced in this paper
expands the relations of production to include the control over a woman’s
reproductive capacities and caring labor. Capitalism is unique in human
history, for it is the first social system to place substantive control over a
woman’s reproductive capacities in the hands of women themselves. Women in
(at least advanced) capitalist societies have greater access to birth control,
abortion, the right to divorce, and so on. Why would these rights and oppor-
tunities arise in capitalist societies but not in slave or agrarian societies?

The development of the productive forces is the key to the answer. Before
capitalism, all human societies were extremely vulnerable to failing to satisfy
T1 (basic materialism) due to scarcity, warfare, disease, and high child mortal-
ity rates. Thus the optimal trade-off, in terms of a society’s productive power,
was to maximize the number of children women could bear and raise. This in-
vestment in reproductive and caring labor would best ensure that the demands
for the productive power of slave and agrarian societies could be met. So the
‘‘ideology’’ of such societies (in terms of religion, political ideology, and so on)
was such that it sought to ensure that women satisfied this domesticated role.

Industrialization, however, significantly altered this situation. New technol-
ogies, ranging from those in the manufacturing sector and the sanitation
revolution, to medical advances in reducing child mortality and infectious dis-
eases (for example, immunizations), meant that the historical imperative to
maximize the number of productive contributors a society could produce from
birth was no longer essential, as populations were living longer, healthier lives.
Women’s labor power could be better harnessed by their contributing to the
paid workforce, rather than solely (or primarily) in the domestic arena. Indeed,
the productive forces of capitalism required that female labor be invested in the
development of these forces. Thus, because the relations of production typical
of more extreme patriarchal practices impeded this more optimal utilization of
women’s labor, they were replaced by the relations we see in today’s affluent
capitalist societies—such as women having control over their reproductive
freedom (for example, access to contraception, abortion, and so on) and labor
power (rights to education, work, and so on).

But why, then, do some countries lag in terms of improving the treatment of
women? Is it because their religions are oppressive? Is it because these countries
simply lack the ‘‘political will’’ to treat women more as equals? According to
the version of Marxist feminism I have advanced here, all of these answers
misdiagnose the real cause of gender oppression. The real answer lies in the
differences among the productive forces of these different societies. It is not
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rational for societies with more limited productive powers, and higher rates of
morbidity and mortality, to forfeit higher fertility rates for the benefits
of women gaining greater access to the paid workforce. So improving the life
prospects of women lies with overcoming the challenges of scarcity and high
child mortality. Economic liberalization (in particular, market-labor flexibil-
ity), which was spurred by advances in public health like the sanitation
revolution, immunizations, and so on, have helped free some of the world’s
women from the most oppressive forms of patriarchal relations.

V. PATRIARCHY AND THE ‘‘RESOURCE CURSE’’

It is worth noting that, having teased out the feminist implications of the func-
tionalist interpretation of historical materialism, I have not sought to establish
the actual truth of this theory as an accurate historical account of patriarchy
in the world. Recall that the aim of historical materialism is to help generate
critical emancipatory knowledge, rather than a detailed and conclusive, factual
‘‘history of everything.’’ But having said that, I believe the central theses
advanced in the previous sections of this paper (like T1 through T6) do reflect
the actual historical record of humanity’s plight to satisfy basic materialism. So
true emancipatory knowledge can be achieved only if such knowledge also, at
least ‘‘roughly,’’ coheres with the factual historical record. The task of estab-
lishing the latter, however, is too ambitious to even attempt in a paper of this
size. My central goal has been more modest: namely, to see how one could ex-
tend and apply the central tenets of historical materialism to the creation,
persistence, and evolution of patriarchy.

In this final section I wish to apply the insights of historical materialism to
the current context. In ‘‘Oil, Islam, and Women,’’ Michael L. Ross examines
how oil and mineral production explains the unusually low status of women in
the Middle East and many countries outside the Middle East, including Azer-
baijan, Botswana, Chile, Nigeria, and Russia (Ross 2008). Ross’s study suggests
that a central cause of patriarchy is not a superstructural phenomenon (like
religion), but rather the productive forces of a society. Thus Ross’s conclusions
complement the Marxist account of patriarchy I have advanced in this paper. I
will briefly elaborate on Ross’s findings and on how the example of the ‘‘re-
source curse’’ lends support to the functionalist interpretation of historical
materialism.

The term ‘‘resource curse’’ refers to social and political problems that face
mineral-producing states. Recent empirical studies suggest that the ills of oil-
producing states include frequent civil wars, sluggish economic growth, and less
democratic reform. Ross builds on these insights and argues that oil also hinders
more equitable gender relations. How?
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The extraction of oil and gas, Ross contends, tends to reduce the role of
women in the workforce. This in turn means that they are less likely to gain
political influence. In short, Ross argues, petroleum perpetuates patriarchy.

This dynamic can help explain the surprisingly low influence of
women in mineral-rich states in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Oman, Algeria, Libya), as well as in Latin America
(Chile), Sub-Saharan Africa (Botswana, Gabon, Mauritania, Ni-
geria), and the former Soviet Union (Azerbaijan, Russia). . . . This
study suggests that different types of economic growth can have
different effects on gender relations. When economic growth is
the result of industrialization—particularly the type of export ori-
ented manufacturing that draws women into the labor force—it
should also bring about the changes in gender relations that we
associate with modernization. But income that comes from oil ex-
traction often fails to produce industrialization. (Ross 2008, 120)

Ross’s findings would be the kind we would expect if the feminist account
of historical materialism advanced in this paper is in fact true. Because the
productive forces determine the relations of production, which in turn deter-
mine the superstructure, then societies with comparable productive forces
should have comparable superstructural features. Oil-producing countries, for
example, should have roughly comparable relations of production and super-
structures, including degrees of patriarchy. Furthermore, the unique raw
materials of these countries mean that the Development Thesis is strained in
ways that it was not in the countries that developed through industrialization
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The new relations of production typical of the Industrial Revolution, which
involve granting women more control over their reproductive capacities as well
as greater integration into the paid workforce (and eventually into the political
structure of society), have not taken hold (to the same degree) in countries that
can reap large revenues through petroleum production without industrializing.
This is so because they have not needed the relations of production that would
be necessary for industrialization to flourish (for example, large numbers of
manufacturing workers, technological advances, and so on). Thus the trade-off
between investing women’s labor in caring labor versus non-domestic paid la-
bor has not arisen in such countries. There has been little reason to divert the
labor of women away from the primary role of unpaid, caring labor. Hence
women in such countries are subject to more oppressive practices than women
who live in countries that pursued the development more typical of industri-
alization (for example, Canada and the United States).

It is important to note, as Ross emphasizes, that oil wealth does not neces-
sarily harm the status of women (Ross 2008, 121). Consider, for example, the
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oil sands in the province of Alberta, Canada. Alberta contains the second
largest proven concentration of oil in the world. In 2006, Alberta exported
about 1.35 million barrels per day of crude oil to the United States supplying 13
per cent of its crude oil import and accounting for almost three-quarters of
Canada’s oil exports to the United States.6 But Canada is a country that his-
torically has had (and still does have) a diversified economy, and thus women
had already established themselves as participants in the economic and polit-
ical order. The Canadian Parliament passed the Act to Confer the Electoral
Franchise upon Women in 1918, which took effect January 1, 1919. Thus the
relations of production that perpetuate the most oppressive forms of patriarchy
had already been outlawed in Canada, so the Canadian oil industry does not
pose a serious threat to the status of women in Canada.

One might wonder how exceptions to the ‘‘petroleum perpetuates patri-
archy’’ link can be explained by the functionalist account of historical mate-
rialism. If the productive forces determine the relations of production, the critic
might contend, then how can superstructural features of Canadian society im-
pact the relations of production? Considering this line of objection permits us to
emphasize the real benefit of invoking the innovative determination relation of
supervenience, as noted in section III. For this determination relation does not
rule out the possibility of a two-way causal connection between the two distinct
properties—in this case the relations between the base and superstructure. The
supervenient relation does not deny the fact that the superstructure can impact
the relations of production. In fact, the functionalist/supervenient interpretation
of historical materialism invokes T4—the superstructure stabilizing thesis—which
acknowledges that the superstructure stabilizes the economic structure. So
bases need superstructures. Canada’s liberal-democratic superstructure thus
safeguards against the likelihood that older, more oppressive forms of patriarchy
would be instituted. Further safeguards are Canada’s low fertility rate and
low child mortality rate. Thus there is no reason to believe that oil extraction
in Canada perpetuates patriarchy. Unfortunately, the effects of petroleum
can be devastating for women who live in countries that have less diverse
economies.

Ross compares the case of gender inequality in Algeria and Morocco. Alge-
rian incomes are higher than Moroccan incomes. Furthermore, Algeria has
been governed by a series of socialist governments, whereas Morocco is ruled
by a monarchy. Yet despite these factors, Algeria actually ranks lower than
Morocco in its treatment of women. Ross explains:

Algeria has fewer women in its nonagricultural labor force
(about 12% vs. 33%), fewer women in its parliament (6.6% vs.
10.8%), and a higher fertility rate (2.72% vs. 2.66%) than
Morocco. According to the gender rights index, Algeria ranks
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lower than Morocco and Tunisia on ‘‘non-discrimination and
access to justice,’’ ‘‘autonomy, security, and freedom,’’ ‘‘eco-
nomic rights and equal opportunities,’’ and ‘‘social and cultural
rights.’’ (Ross 2008, 120)

The fact that Algeria’s economy is less diversified than Morocco’s has a signifi-
cant impact on the situation of women in Algeria. Because the Algerian economy
possesses a small manufacturing sector, it has had little incentive to hire women for
the low-wage jobs typical of mineral-poor economies. This comes at a price for
modifying patriarchy and making progress on women’s rights, for it privileges the
more oppressive patriarchal practices of the status quo. Thus the functionalist
interpretation of historical materialism places great emphasis on the socially trans-
formative effects of industrialization. These effects provide us with central insights
into how we could combat the most oppressive forms of patriarchy.

If one wishes to replicate the progressive improvements witnessed in the
world’s developed countries (like the right to vote, inclusion in employment
and education, and so on), then one must understand why these particular
superstructures were created and have persisted. Such transformation is not
simply a matter of ‘‘political will,’’ but rather a complex story of economic de-
velopment. Such developments can often take decades, even centuries, to
develop to a level that brings significant benefits to women.

Superstructures are determined by the relations of production, which are, in
turn, determined by the productive forces of a society. So the degree and form
of patriarchy present in any particular society is determined by the productive
forces that are (and have been) at the disposal of this society. Lasting improve-
ments to patriarchy can arise only when particular kinds of productive forces are
present and permitted to develop. The ‘‘resource curse’’ impedes the develop-
ment of the productive forces typical of a diverse economy, which impacts the
social relations that persist in many of the world’s most oppressive regimes.

VI. CONCLUSION

Analytical Marxism, once viewed through the lens of a feminist analysis, has, I
believe, the potential to provide us with a powerful explanatory account of pa-
triarchy. Patterns of patriarchy vary in accordance with different productive
forces (for example, raw materials, technology, and so on). This Marxist
account of historical materialism places a strong emphasis on the female
contribution to humanity’s productive forces, a contribution that has been so
vital to our historical struggle to overcome scarcity that women have been sub-
jugated to ensure that the requirements of basic materialism were satisfied.

The story of civilization, argues Lerner, ‘‘is the story of men and women
struggling up from necessity, from their helpless dependence on nature, to free-
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dom and their partial mastery over nature.’’ In this struggle, she continues,
‘‘women were longer confined to species-essential activities than men and were
therefore more vulnerable to being disadvantaged’’ (Lerner 1986, 52). Women
have played an invaluable role in the creation and nurturing of offspring and
knowledge. But this social function has come at a deep cost to the autonomy
and rights of women as a class. Liberation from the most oppressive forms of
patriarchy becomes possible only when society’s productive forces have
reached a level where less oppressive relations of production are feasible and
necessary: relations that permit women greater control over their reproductive
capacities and labor power. These relations of production permit women to ac-
cumulate political influence, which in turn influences the superstructure of
society.

A diversified economy is not the only factor that helps integrate women into
the paid labor force. The latter is aided by lower fertility rates, which only be-
came feasible with improvements in nutrition, child mortality, birth control,
and a host of other public health measures. As female labor shifts from pre-
dominantly reproductive and caring labor to the paid labor force, we see greater
participation and empowering of women. This is why women in affluent, lib-
eral democracies enjoy more freedom and autonomy than do women in less
developed countries.

The ‘‘resource curse’’ perpetuates patriarchy because it constrains the devel-
opment of the productive forces that lead to more emancipatory relations of
production. As the passage from the World Bank study cited at the beginning
of this paper notes, ‘‘resource-poor economies have had to rely more heavily on
labor intensive development and thus have depended more on women’s eco-
nomic participation’’ (Mena Development Report 2004, 7). The Development
Thesis maintains that new relations of production arise when existing relations
of production constrain the development of the productive forces. Countries
plagued by the ‘‘resource curse’’ have little reason to transform the patriarchal
relations of production of the past. For the productive forces of these societies
do not include the labor-intensive development typical of industrialization.
Thus a country’s resources have a profound impact on the degree and kind of
patriarchy present in it.

The different patterns of patriarchy we find between resource-rich and re-
source-poor countries suggests that historical materialism offers insightful
emancipatory knowledge that could be applied to redress patriarchy in
societies today. Of course the next important step is to consider what prescrip-
tions we can derive from the diagnosis this account of historical materialism
provides. I hope the arguments advanced in this paper will help bridge the di-
vide between analytical Marxism and feminism, and in doing so help shed
some new light on the issue of how patriarchy can best be redressed in the world
today.
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NOTES

1. In memory of Jerry Cohen, who passed away unexpectedly on August 5, 2009.
2. ‘‘In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations that are

indispensable and independent of their will’’ (McLellan 1977, 389).
3. The anthropological evidence concerning the prevalence of male dominance,

female dominance, or equality between the sexes in early human societies causes con-
tention. Some of the disagreement stems from the fact that different forms of power are
taken as most relevant when they are described using the terms patriarchal or matriarchal.
Lerner argues that ‘‘most of the evidence for female equality in societies derives from
matrilineal, matrilocal societies, which are historically transitional and currently van-
ishing’’ (Lerner, 1986, 30). Furthermore, ‘‘while matriliny and matrilocality confer
certain rights and privileges on women, decision-making power within the kinship
group nevertheless rests with elder males’’ (30).

4. This skeletal account of class in diachronic materialism would have to be de-
veloped and refined much further before it would constitute a compelling account of
class within synchronic materialism. For example, within capitalism there are many
complexities that arise, such as the cases of retired persons, the infirm, and children; a
conception of class within capitalism would have to address these kinds of issues.

5. David Chalmers defines logical and natural supervenience as follows:

B-properties supervene logically on A-properties if no two logically
possible situations are identical with respect to their A-properties but
distinct with respect to their B-properties. (Chalmers 1996, 88)

B-properties supervene naturally on A-properties if any two naturally
possible situations with the same A-properties have the same B-prop-
erties. (35)

6. See the Alberta Energy ‘‘Facts and Stats’’ website at: http://oilsands.alberta.ca/
519.cfm (accessed July 15, 2008).
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